
 

 
 

Session Dates Faculty Lead 

#1 09.09.19 Humanities  NCK 

#2 16.09.19 MFL DBN 

#3 23.09.19 English & media JBS 

#4 30.09.19 Maths & computing KPE 

#5 07.10.19 Science & Technology SRE 

#6 14.10.19 PE RCE 

Autumn  Half Term  

#7 28.10.19 PERFORMING ARTS DSW 

#8 04.11.19 ARTS NRT 

#9 11.11.19 Sixth  form Aws 

#10 18.11.19 SEND/Low  Prior Attaining KMS 

#11 25.11.19 Pupil  Premium ALW 

#12 02.12.19 High  Prior Attaining  BCN 

#13 09.12.19 Humanities NCK 

#14 16.12.19 MFL DBN 

Christmas Break 

#15 06.01.20 English  & Media JBS 

#16 13.01.20 Maths & computing KPE 

#17 20.01.20 Science & Technology SRE 

#18 27.01.20 PE RCE 

#19 03.02.20 PERFORMING ARTS DSW 

#20 10.02.20 ARTS NRT 

Spring   half  term  

#21 24.02.20 Sixth  form AWS 

#22 02.03.20 SEND/Low  Prior Attaining KMS 

#23 09.03.20 Pupil  Premium ALW 

#24 16.03.20 High  Prior Attaining  BCN 

#25 23.03.20 Humanities NCK 

Easter  Break  

#26 20.04.20 MFL DBN 

#27 27.04.20 English  & Media JBS 

#28 11.05.20 Maths & computing KPE 

#29 18.05.20 Science & Technology SRE 

Summer   half  term 

#30 01.06.20 PE RCE 

#31 08.06.20 PERFORMING ARTS DSW 

#32 15.06.20 ARTS NRT 

#33 22.06.20 Sixth  form AWS 

#34 29.07.20 SEND/Low  Prior Attaining KMS 

#35 06.07.20 Pupil  Premium ALW 
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What  is  a  Nano  T&L  Idea? 
A two minute presentation of an area of good practice shared every Monday during staff 

briefing. Keep it simple. Keep it based on everyday practice.  

 

What  do  I  need  to  do? 
Either yourself, or a colleague from your team, should prepare a short presentation to show to 

all staff as part of the Monday briefing.  

 

What  area  Could  I  focus  on? 
You could focus on a key college teaching and learning area. This year we are looking at 

Rosenshine’s Effective Principle’s of Instruction: 

 

> beginning  lessons  with  a short  review  of  previous  learning   
What strategies are currently in place to review learning? How does this work with our ‘meet and 

greet’?  

> present  new  material  in   small steps  with  student  practice  built  in   
What strategies are your faculty using to present learning clearly, interleaved with practice to 

reinforce skills and content?  

> ask  a  lot  of  Questions  and  check  responses     
What is your practice like around questioning? Are targeted questions, wait time, higher order, 

open and closed, agree/build/challenge, basketball techniques or student led questioning used 

routinely? 

> Provide  models 
How is modelling done in your faculty? What strategies have been effective? Do students have 

clear goals to work towards? 

> Scaffolding  difficult   tasks 
How are tasks scaffolded effectively? Are steps broken down? Are success criteria provided? 

> Require  and  monitor  independent  practice  
How is independent practice facilitated? Are clear expectations set around independent work 

(e.g. working independently on an exam question)? How is this monitored effectively? 

> Assessment  & FEEDBACK  
How is assessment done effectively in your team? How is formative feedback embedded? What 

kind of routines are established so students routinely redraft and improve work?   

> Engage  in  weekly  and  monthly  review  
How is spaced learning or interleaving done in your faculty? How are students helped to retain 

concepts in the long term? 
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